Rennco’s Vertic-L-PP laundry bagging system provides a reliable, versatile cost effective alternative to other roll stock systems or pre-made bag operations. Rennco has a 40 year tradition of innovation, experience and industry leading customer service and support.

**ADVANTAGES:**
- Vertical film roll placement of centerfolded material for ease of roll change
- Maximum bag size capability 18” x 24”
- Increased efficiency with tool-less changeovers
- Produces trimless packages thus eliminating the need for a trim/scrap rewind system
- User-friendly HMI screen for setting selections
- Automatic machine cycling with light curtain mechanism

**OPERATIONAL SUMMARY:**
Towels are received into the hopper area from upstream equipment. Towels or shop rags advance towards the operator station. The operator “tosses” towels into the pouch area through the light screen which keeps track of the number of towels per bag. Once the count is reached, the machine will cycle and produce the bag. The operator continues to load the next group of towels at the time the machine is cycling. This system offers ease of loading and increases product speed over current systems being used.

- Finished package exits on conveyor to customer specified height
- Interface panel shows correct product count
- An ergonomically friendly platform raises the operator 20” from the floor